Dear customer,
We wish to inform you of the conditions pertaining to the acquisition of the GRANADA CARD Voucher in the PERNOCTA package, which includes a discount
over the standard price. This deal requires a minimum stay of 2 nights at any of our establishments.
The reservation method is simple: you must access our webpage: www.shinehotels.com (this deal is exclusive to our corporate webpage) and from there,
make the reservation in the establishment of your choice and at the end of the booking process, choose to book the GRANADA CARD. We will inform you
about the availability of your Granada Card reservation as soon as possible so you may travel assured that you will have guaranteed access to the city’s main
attractions.
From the moment of your arrival at our establishment, we will have all the necessary information prepared for you so your stay and visit are unforgettable.
This deal is NON REFUNDABLE. Consequently, it cannot be subject to modification or cancellation without loss of payment. Its price may be charged at any
point in time after the reservation of the GRANADA CARD Voucher.

Granada Card Pernocta
You may now book accommodation in Granada and add the Granada Card Pernocta option.
Contact our establishment to check room availability and Granada Card Pernocta deal availability.
The Granada Card Pernocta deal may only be purchased provided your stay is of a minimum length
of 2 nights.

GRANADA CARD PERNOCTA
16€
ALHAMBRA (Citadel, Nasrid Palaces, Generalife Gardens) + San Jerónimo Monastery + Cartuja Monastery + Science Park +
Casa de Zafra.
GRANADA CARD PERNOCTA NIGHT TOUR OF THE PALACES
16€
ALHAMBRA (Night Tour of the Nasrid Palaces) + San Jerónimo Monastery + Science Park + Casa de Zafra + Sacromonte
Abbey.
GRANADA CARD PERNOCTA GARDENS
16€
ALHAMBRA (Citadel and Generalife Gardens) + Cathedral + Royal Chapel + Science Park + Casa de Zafra + Sacromonte
Abbey.
GRANADA CARD PERNOCTA CITY (No Alhambra visit)
16€
Cathedral + Royal Chapel + San Jerónimo Monastery + Cartuja Monastery + Science Park + Casa de Zafra + Corral del
Carbón + Bañuelo + Horno del Oro moorish house + Casa del Chapiz + Dar al-Horra Palace.
GRANADA CARD PERNOCTA KIDS (ages 3-11)
4€
For children under the age of 3, no GRANADA CARD is required. For the Alhambra, you will need to pick up a free card in
the ticket booth at the monument on the same day as the visit.
Important: You may not enter with a pram into the interior of the visitable areas of the Alhambra. However, there is a cloakroom where you may leave your
pram and borrow a baby carrier.
Transport not included.

